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On Wednesday, Mar. 9, the
residents of North Campus held
a meeting in conjunction with
The Office of Campus Life,
Resident Assistants, The Office
of Multicultural Affairs and the
PRIDE program at the Vernon
Social Center.
The meeting was held to
facilitate discussion regarding
two separate incidents of racism
and bigotry that occurred last
week in North Campus and
Jones Hall. Professors, faculty,
and students gathered together
to voice their opinions as well as
discuss possible solutions to the
issue at hand.
''We need to name incidents
like this as thoughtless and
unexplainable," said Chaplain

For the future class of
2015, admission will be
tougher than ever, according
to a 4legs article published
Friday, Mar. 11.
This year, the Trinity
College admissions office
received an unprecedented
6,909 applicants for a class of
590 students. Compared with
the class of 2014, which had
4,688 applicants, this was a 48
percent increase. As a result,
Trinity admissions have been
forced to become more selective in the admissions process.
Trinity, however, is not the
only school facing an influx of
applications for the class of
2015.
According to a New York

.s ee DISCUSSION on page 6

see TRINITY on page 8

Interest in African Studies Grows
LO RETTA CREMMINS '11
CONTIUBUTING WIUTE!l

While current attention is
fixed on oil from the Middle
East, it is equally important to
watch the new developments
coming from Africa.
On
Wednesday, Mar. 9, Ghana lifted one million barrels of crude
oil for which the country will
receive its first payment later
this month. This is one of many
developments that will have
very real implications for us at
Trinity as well as the world at
large.
Over the past 10 years there
has been a resurgence of interest in the interdisciplinary field
of African Studies at Trinity

Tr1po

The expansion is noticeable in
the growing number of African
Studies classes, new Professors
and student interest in studying abroad. This year alone,
there are over 10 students doing
major senior research projects- from examining human
rights discourses in African fiction, to labor agency among
Tanzanians with HIV/Aids, to
gay rights movements and discourses in Southern Africa, to
Islamic forms of resistance, and
to British colonial rule in the
Sudan.
Most recently, the Center for
Urban and Global Studies held
a series of lectures given by
established Africanist scholars

for the Paul E. Raether
Distinguished Professor of
Urban Studies.
For the remainder of the
semester, campus will be
buzzing with African-focused
events. On Tuesday, Mar. 15,
Dr. Victoria Bernal will give a
lecture titled "Gender, Politics,
and the New Media: Women
and Eritrea's Online P ublic
Sphere."
On April 4, L.
Wanyeki,
the
Muthoni
Executive Director of the
Kenyan
Human
Rights
Commission, will deliver the
McGill Distinguished Lecture
m
International
Studies.
see RESURGENCE on page 11
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English Prof. Published
in The New Yorker
VERITY SAYLES '11
r\RTS CONTRIBUTOR

Author and Allen K. Smith
Professor of English at Trinity
College, Francisco Goldman,
recently published a piece
entitled "The Wave" in the
February 7 issue of The New
Yorker.
While the magazine lists
this work as "non-fiction," as
is it based off Goldman's own
life, it is in fact part of a
longer novel called "Say Her
Name," to be -released by
Grove Press on April 5 of this
year. "Say Her Name" has
already received rave reviews
from authors such as Karen
Desai, Annie Proulx, and
Jhumpa Lahiri, who praise
Goldman's ability use gor geous, heartfelt, and fearless
prose of capturing the image
of his lost beloved.
In late July of 2007, Aura
Estrada, Francisco Goldman's
wife of two years, was killed in
a swimming accident while on
vacation in Mexico. Six
months after her death,
Goldman began to write .
Initially, he had no aspira tions for publication. Writing
was a therapeutic way for
Goldman to sit down with
Aura every day and remember
moments of her life. "It was

painful," he admits, "but I
owed it to her ... to who we
were."
Goldman was quick to
point out that although The
New Yorker called this work
"non-fiction" it is a part of a
longer fictitious work. After
years of working as a journalist and succumbing to the
pressure of facts , Goldman
has learned that human mem·
ory is unreliable.
He never liked the term
"memoir" because all memoirs
are essentially a type of fiction, as you, the author, are
controlling the image that is
presented to your audience . "I
don't understand why you
have to distinguish between
fiction and nonfiction," he
said.
"The Wave" begins in
Puerto Escondido several
years before Aura's death. In
hindsight, the author uses the
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Prof. Goldman published in New Yorker.

see PROF. on page 12
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Tripod Editorial
The Straight and Narrow is Overrated
I chose to attend a small liberal arts college for the same reasons that most students cite:
smaller, more intimate classes
with professors, oppurtunities to
learn about a variety of subjects-this mentality is not new
to anyone. I have loved the professors I've had, the classes I've
taken, and the activities with
which I have become involved
(are you reading this President
Jones? Look at all this great free
PR I'm giving the school! Help
me get ajob ... please, don't make
me beg). But I've increasingly
felt some frustration with the
way society approaches the role
of college in a person's life. From
my perspective, there is a glass
ceiling of sorts-if you could call
it that-that limits students to a
range of options, but only if those
fall within a linear trajectory.
Let me explain. A student
will be rewarded for graduating
from high school, attending a college, majoring in Neuroscience,
working in a lab, tutoring at the
local middle school, and then
upon graduating heading off to
med school. A student might also
be rewarded for graduating from
high school, double majoring in
Spanish and Sociology, studying
abroad in Argentina, and then
upon graduating go to intern for
a non-profit, eventually getting a
full-time full paid position. These
are both over-generalized examples, I realize. But in both situations, the person completed high
school, went directly to college,

and just after college moved on to
the next step. There are exceptions to every rule; but I've been
shocked at how little recognition
there is that there even are alter
natives. There is an overwhelming tendency to propel students
as quickly as possible from one
benchmark to the next.
Yes, it is absolutely the right
choice for some people to go
directly from high school to college, and then immediately on to
further education or a job
designed to boost you up the ladder. Nonetheless, this agenda is
so widely force-fed to students
that many don't even really have
the option of considering slowing
it down.
College is romanticized on
every level; from movies like Van
Wilder, to TV shows like Greek,
to parents, professors, advisors ... you get the idea. College,
in both its glorification and
damnation, excites ideas of
experimental adventures, both
intellectual and experiential, and
practically forces future attendees to see it as a glittering space
of freedom. That's a lot of very
expensive pressure. Allowing for
a degree of approximation, I ask
that you look at these numbers;
currently Trinity's tuition is
$55,450--so if you average that
out over the amount of days
school is in session, excluding
weekends, we're paying about
$420 a day to be here. How's that
for an incentive to have "THE
BEST YEARS OF YOUR LIFE"?

Yes, for some, college is definitely the joyride which parents
disapprove of, but for others it's
hard on multiple levels. And then
in four unnervingly short years,
you're kicked out and need to
adjust to a whole new set of standards of living. rm not trying to
whine that life is hard, and I
totally agree with the sentiment
that kids these days can be over
ly coddled. All I'm saying is that
whatever might be true of this
generation, we're here, it's over
whelming, and we need to find
an effective way to adjust. That
way is not necessarily beelining
down the path to your dream job.
I'm sick condescending comments from people about the
HORROR of working retail or as
a barista for awhile. Why? I firmly believe that there is something
valuable to be gained from every
experience, whether it shines up
a resume or no. So if you've got
the money and feel like you want
to travel, travel. If you want to
work for awhile doing some getsthe-bills-paid job to save up, or
alternatively want to make no
money doing something you love,
you go on with your bad self. Live
on your own terms, and respect
yourself enough to know that if
your life choices are zig-zagged,
loop-di-loop, or even just a paint
splatter, that it is going to be just
fine. But Jimmy seriously ... how
about a recomm endation for
Lehman Brothers'?
-NGD

An Unathletic Love for the Madness
I'd like to start this editorial "Bracketology" on ESPN and
with a disclaimer: I know noth- pour over injury reports, statising about basketball, profession- tics, and winning records, I make
al or college. I couldn't tell you decisions on whims. For examwhat a zone defense is or what ple, I chose Marquette in an
an "and-one" is. I only know upset over Xavier. Risky, I know,
those phrases apply to basketball but with all that political unrest
because my older brother is an in Wisconsin I'm banking on the
avid ESPN watcher and as a Golden Eagles to ride the wave of
result, sports terminology has adrenaline into round two.
For the winner of the entire
seeped into my brain. Pathetic, I
know, but sports were never real- tournament,
I've
chosen
ly my thing. Little known fact, I Pittsburgh because of their allitwas on a youth basketball team erative name and Trinity-esque
in the 5th grade and scored one school colors. My sister, on the
basket the entire season. Sadly, other hand, will pick Duke as the
that basket was for the other winner since she has done so
team. It could be my pure lack of every year for as long as I
poise but let's just say I lack remember. I'm sure she has her
hand-eye coordination; it sounds own scientific reasons for choosing Duke - perhaps their blue
better.
jerseys
or her inability to proThat being said, I love March
Madness. Each year, for the past nounce their coach's last name.
I'm asked often why I love
10 or so, I've filled out a bracket
with enthusiasm and delight. March Madness so much when I
Truthfully, I make my decisions usually complain about having to
based on what I know- team col- watch sports on T.V for the other
ors, mascot, and how funny- 11 months of the year. I decided
sounding the school name is (12- that I love the energy of college
yearold Aley thought Gonzaga kids, like myself, working and
sounded hilarious). While my praying for their dream to come
brother and father watch true. I love seeing the unadulter

ated joy in the faces of the winners and the empathy-inducing
pain on the faces of the losers.
I know it's hard to remember
sometimes but Kemba Walker,
Nolan Smith, Jimmer Fredette,
and Jared Sullinger are 20, 22,
21, and 19, respectively. It's easy
to forget that these immensely
talented athletes also attend
classes and watch the "Jersey
Shore" on Thursdays with their
friends . Although the four I mentioned above probably will go on
to the NBA, most of their teammates will not, and, just like us,
they'll have to worry about graduating and finding a job.
In the end, March Madness
has little to do with sports. It has
to do with watching my far more
athletically
inclined
peers
achieve their ch-earns. Although
some may be younger than me,
their triumph gives me hope that
maybe I, too, will achieve my
dream someday, though most
likely not televised for the world
to see and definitely not sportsrelated.
-ADP

•
orrect1ons:
In the March 8 issue, the photos used for the front page were courtesy of Sarah Reiner, Marcu
Bullen '13, the Trinity Athletic website, Dick Druckman, and the College Squash Association.
On the Sports page, Dick Druckman was incorrectly listed as Dick Dinckman.
rtpo
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The Devil is in the Dues: Labor Unions Wrap It Up: Let's Not
Do What Rabbits Do
CONNOR N OLAN '11

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Pro-union p rogressives in
Wisconsin are battling t h eir
newly elected governor to pre serve an archaic system. The
best solution may be to maintain union benefits, but
decrease union power by
decreasing membership dues.
If the unions cooperate, the
government will be able to
preserve workers' standards
of living by taking funds from
union lobbyists and re-routing
it back to the union members.
Wisconsin's public sector
employees are outraged by
Governor Scott Walker's new
benefit-stripping initiatives.
The governor is seeking to
limit the collective bargaining
ability of state employees with
respect to their benefits.
Interestingly, many of
those marching in Madison
are on the higher end of the
benefits spectrum: the average Wisconsin public sector
employee earns $1,800 more
per annum than their coun terparts in the private sector.
Moreover, while these state
employees regard collective
bargaining as a fundamental
right, it is one that their
neighbors employed by the
federal government do not

IAN BROOKS '11
OPINIONS EDITOR

Photo courtesy of http://www.thehuffingtonpost.com
State workers in Wisco nsin protest a actions Gov. Scott Walker.

enjoy. One would be hardpressed to find a federal
employee who would be overly
sympathetic to the Wisconsin
residents' trials and tribulations.
Governor
Walker
was
elected to fulfill promises of
fiscal responsibility. Now, the
majority of his constituents
are unwilling to make the sacrifices necessary to put the
wheels in motion.
If the
unions are serious about
retaining their members' benefits, they must be willing to
split the cost with the state.
One source of this contribu-

tion would be union dues
themselves.
In Wisconsin, the teachers'
union commands up to $1,000
per month from members.
Much of this money is used to
lobby and elect government
officials with track records
sympathetic to union causes.
The intention is for these officials to turn around and plant
themselves in the unions' back
pockets throughout future
negotiations.
Expensive union dues are
sapping Wisconsin teachers of

see THE page 4

An Address to the Trinity Campus
you have money, but I don't
want to get into that . We are
all at an understanding that if
I would like to speak you get caught fighting, it is
briefly regarding the recent likely you will be expelled.
incidents of racism on our Those of us who were around
campus. I was able to attend for past issues of racism can
and engage in the discussion recall that the response was
in Vernon Social Center on hardly as strong and harsh .
We all know
March 9. At one
that it isn't
juncture,
an
Someone
always possible
interesting
adorns a stu,
to
find
an
point
was
offender,
but
raised and I
dent's door
there seems to
apologize
for
with derogatory
be a feeling
my poor memoterms ... there is
around school
ry and being
that
such an
unable to credit
a chance that
incident is not
it-the e-mail
an entire group
as serious of a
sent out by
matter to the
campus safety
of people is left
administration.
was noted with
alienated and
I'm not simply
"low
imporsuggesting
a
uncomfortable
tance" but when
reform in punthere
is
an
in th eir commu,
ishment, but a
issue of violence
nity, their
reform
in
it is regarded as
approach,
a
a
matter of
h ome.
reform in how
"high
importhis
school
tance." There is
something inherently wrong interacts with itself.
My point is, issues of
with this. I would consider
racism
and intolerance at this
both situations as something
campus
have been swept
that should be considered of
under
the
rug for too long.
"high importance." An e-mail
They
have
not
been addressed
is not the issue at hand; howas
an
issue
that
the college
ever, it does bring the greater
must
take
ownership
of if it
problem to the foreground.
wishes
to
put
an
end
to
it. A
The way violence is handled
by the administration is person gets punched in the
known by all: I believe it is face and maybe gets some
often referred to as t h e "one stitches and their mother gets
p unch r ule," unless, of course, worr ied t hat a ll of t h e expenLUC RIOUAL '11

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

sive orthodontistry went to
waste . Someone adorns a student's door with derogatory
terms about their race or sexuality (or, does it blindly without regard for the race/sexuality/etc. of the person behind
the door, simply making blanketing remarks about whatever it may be) and not only are
the individual victims affected, but there is a chance that
an entire group of people is
left alienated and uncomfortable in their community, their
home. I do not believe these
cases are representative of a
large or even small population
of Trinity College, but they
exist; and in not addressing
the issue as seriously as possible, it is allowed to continue.
I'm not saying that I have a
solution, because the real
problem is bigger than any of
us. I just hope this has given
you all at least something to
think about. This is our home.
All of us sh ould feel safe and
welcome here.
"We do not condemn the
preachers as an individual but
we condemn what they teach .
We urge that the preachers
teach the truth, to teach our
people the one important
guiding r ule of conduct - unity
of purpose." - Malcolm X
"In the End, we will
remember not the words of our
enemies, but the silence of our
frie nds." - Martin Lu t h er
King J r.

Please don't have more than
two kids.
During the time of Christ,
there were about 250 million
people on earth and the annual
population growth rate was
about 0.04 percent, according to
"Environmental and Natural
Resou rce
Economics"
by
Tietenberg and Lewis, the textbook for my Environmental
Economics class. When we broke
the six billion mark less than two
millenia later the annual population growth rate was about 1.5%.
Although the growth rate is now
declining, at 1.5% the next six
billion would take only about 50
another years.
It makes sense that many of
us want big families. Only relatively recently on the timeline of
humanity have living conditions
improved and su rvival rates
increased
dramatically.
Accordingly, for tens of thousands of years we evolved in
more primitive conditions-as
h u nter-gatherers,
say-and
those who produced many offspring were more likely to have
their genes survive. As a result,
we have evolved a number of
traits that lead us to be, well,
fruitful: sex feels good, we find
children cute, we work hard to
control resources (get rich) to
support our offspring, and so on.
(Side note: If you think these
traits or any others were created
and not evolved, please have
exactly zero kids.)
But in the last few hundred
years something strange happened: we got pretty damn good
at surviving. The upsides of this
are easy to see; advances in technology have, for example,
increased food production and
decreased infant mortality rates.
And remember smallpox? Later
with a side oflaydur. Polio? Meet
Jonas Salk. But what happened
when we combined these
advances in technology with our
pre-existing, hard-wired tendency to have large families? The
world population exploded.
A lot of people don't have a
problem with population growth.
Opponents of population control
point to the failures of scholars
like Thomas Malthus and Paul
Ehrlich, whose warnings of over
population-induced disasters did
not come to fruition in the timeframes they predicted. Indeed,

we have proven to be quite adept
at navigating our way around
natural resource constraints.
But t he earth has a long-term
population carrying capacity and
I say that we stop growing before
we find out what it is. Flirting
with the carrying capacity would
entail a lot of suffering, particularly for the poor. Even if the
earth could support, say, 25 billion people, what's the point of
getting to that level? Why do we
need more than the approximately 6.9 billion people we cur
rently have?
Despite recent growth, there
is hope for population control in
the form of a conundrum:
Wealthier countries, meaning
those with the more resources
available to raise kids and the
best access to medical services to
keep them healthy, actually have
lower population growth rates.
Melinda Gates, who co-founded
the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation, explained why in an
interview with the Smithsonian:
"We often get asked if improving
health or lowering child mortality rates will contribute to over
population. Bill and I used to ask
ourselves the same question. We
learned that just the opposite is
true. When a country's health
improves, it sees tremendous
benefits in all sorts of areas,
including lower birth rates.
Research shows that when
women know their children will
survive to adulthood, they choose
to have fewer children." And so,
ironically, we need to diffuse the
population bomb the same way
we armed it in the first place-by lowering the death rate. We
must control population growth
by providing adequate medical
care to the poor and by promoting education related to reproductive health and contraceptive
options. Everyone will benefit
from such changes.
And finally, I return to my
first plea: please don't have more
than two kids (or more than
about 2.1 kids if you want to talk
about
replacement
rates).
Population growth might not be
high in the U.S., but population
growth is a global problem, not a
national one. And fear not, all of
you (understandably) narcissistic people: If everyone has exactly two kids and the population
remains constant, all 6.9 billion
people could potentially be your
descendants in about 32. 7 gener
ations, or about 817 years.
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P.S. Follow us on Twitter @TrinityTripod and
(me) @J acksonBrooks
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A graph depicting world population levels over the course of human history

Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and do not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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The Devil is in the Dues: WI

for §pring i;reak?

Restructuring Labor Unions

"Immersing
myself in
Jamaican
culture."
-William von
Meister '11
"Taking a

little jour..
ney to the
Big Easy"
-Kai Paine '11
&Ninna
GaenslerDebs '11
"Staying here.
And rowing. A
lot."
-Alyssa
Rosenthal '13
"Ditto."
..Emily
Gittleman '11

continued from page 3

union dues are decreased, members
could devote a larger portion of their
income that could instead be used to salaries to 40l(k)'s and other retirehelp solve the fiscal problem facing ment planning funds .
The wasteful spending designated
the state. Currently, union dues do
cover expenses such as health care. for union lobbying must be curtailed.
However, if Obamacare
Cutting
mandatory
The wasteful
does hold as the system
union dues would be an
of the future, all metrics
interesting compromise
spending des..
point to an increase in
- the type of bipartisan
centrism
many
premiums. Therefore, it
ignated for
would be more prudent
Americans have been
union lobby..
to allow teachers to tailooking for since the
lor their own health
end
of the Bush admining must be
care preferences in line
istration.
curtailed.
with what they deem
The linkage between
appropriate for thememployment and social
Cutting
selves.
benefits worked well
Additionally, unions
when the baby boomer
mandatory
must acknowledge that
majority was still thrivunion dues
publicly funded pen ing and supporting
sions are outdated.
their much smaller
would be an
Social Security is on the
predecessor generation.
interesting
brink of collapse, and
Now,
unfortunately,
states everywhere are
demographics
have
compromise.
on a crash course
shifted, and so too must
towards bankruptcy as a result of expectations. Benefits can still be saloverextended pension funds.
The vaged; however, the unions can no
American national debt is currently 90 longer enjoy such robust power. With
percent of gross domestic product this compromise, Wisconsin's legacy
(GDP) and estimated to be rising 10 will be as the epicenter of truly propercent per year (notably, Greece col- gressive union politics - those in line
lapsed at 130 percent). Therefore, if with the reality of the 21st century.

Prizes

0

The Fred Pfei l Memorial Prize i n Creative Writing
This Prize in Creative Writing of $500 will be awarded annually for a piece of literary work (fiction, poetry, play script, screenplay, creative nonfiction) which addresses the issue of social justice and the impact of culture and politics on human relationships. One submission per student.

SHORT STORIES
The Trinity Alumnus Prizes in Fiction:

$250, $175, and $100 for short stories of any length.
submission per student.

One

POEMS
John Curtis Underwood Memorial Prizes in Poetry:
$200, $125, and $75.
Up to four pages of poetry from each student.

THE ACADEMY OF AMERICAN POETS PRIZE
A $100 award for one poem and possible publication in a nationally-distributed journal .
sion per student.

One submis-

PLAYS
The Frank W. Whitlock Prizes in Drama :
$200 , $150, and $100
for one-act play scripts .
One submission from each student .

ESSAYS
The Alumni Prizes in English Composition:
$250 and $150 for expository writing.
Papers originally
written for college courses will be accepted if conscientiously revised and retyped. One submission
from each student.
DEADLINE FOR ALL SUBMISSIONS (EXCEPT FOR SPEECH CONTEST)
FRIDAY , APRIL 1st at 12:00 NOON
This is a FIRM deadline and non-negotiable.
DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME ON YOUR WORK .
PLEASE INCLUDE A SEPARATE COVER SHEET WITH YOUR NAME
AND BOX NUMBER TO ENSURE ANONYMITY.
Send your cover sheet and your work as e-mail attachments to our speciallydesigna ted address as follows :
EnglishContest@trincoll.edu
Submissions will not be returned . Winners will be announced at the
Honors Day Ceremony , on Friday, May 6, 2011 , at 3:30 p.m. in the College Chapel.

SPEECHES
The F . A. Brown Prize in Public Speaking: $450, $350, and $200.
-Each speech will be an origi nal per suasive speech of 5-8 minutes
long on some contemporar y issue selected by the student speakers.
-Students wishing to enter this contest must sign up with
Margaret Grasso in the English Department -- 860-297-2455
no later than Friday, April 1, 2011.
-All contestants will deliver their speeches between 7:00-9:00 p.m.
on Tuesday, April 5, 2011 in Wean Terrace Room B, Mather Hall.

These contes t s are open to all undergraduate students (i ncluding IDP students)
presently registered at Trinity College .
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_Cultural Conundrum:
Hartford vs. Trinity
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A wee~y column by Carlos A. Velazquez '14 dedicated to
debunking cultural myths about Hartford and Trinity College.
Around 3 a.m. on Sunday March
13, a Trinity residential assistant (RA)
was assaulted. The RA was approach·
ing a group of several African
American persons who were
being disruptive and smoking
on the second floor of a first
year dormitory. I am both dis·
gusted and disappointed, but
I am not surprised. This
could have resulted from
many things; however, I
know a cultural issue when I
see one. This is a classic case
of "Hartford gone bad."
As a Hartford resident
myself, I speak for many
when I say that we aren't all like this.
However, I do realize that an issue of
such severity cannot go unnoticed.
Trinity students know the physical
violence policies on campus, and when
we bring our friends on campus, for
the most part, they are well-informed
on those policies and do not try to
cause trouble on campus. I am sure
that this was the result of several peo·
ple leaving a party on campus and
straggling into the residence hall.
In an e·mail sent to the Trinity
community, Director of Campus Life
Amy DeBaun makes it clear that "the
perpetrators fled the scene." This is
typical behavior of some Hartford resi·
dents, who are more inclined to mak·
ing bad decisions rather than using
common sense. Please do not take
what I am saying the wrong way, I am

boundaries. They had no business
entering the residence hall to begin
with, so no matter what was said, they
were at fault. If Trinity
was more open to having a
dialogue with the Hartford
community, then possibly
some tension could be
relieved.
Until that conversation
occurs, however, the situa ·
tion will not get any better.
You can consider Trinity to
be the boyfriend who does·
n't know how to show affec·
tion and Hartford to be the
girlfriend who is an atten·
tion·whore. I hope that Trinity stu·
dents will make a conscious effort to
watch their surroundings and always
remain alert so future incidents of this
nature can be avoided.
In other news, I am happy to report
that the conversation over an internal
issue on campus has planted the roots
of progress. The racial tension on cam·
pus will not overpower a campus com·
munity.
On March 9, a group of over 100
people including administration, facul·
ty, and students, met to discuss the
issue of racial slurs being written on
residents' doors. The discussion
invoked a common sense of pride and
solidarity in the student body in atten·
dance. My best regards go out to all
who attended the meeting. Progress is
on the horizon. Stand strong and

a resid.ent as I mentioned., and I love

remember, your voice can only be

the city of Hartford dearly. However,
as an Official for the City of Hartford,
I know when our residents are wrong
and I have seen so many cases similar
to this one.
There is no cohesion between
Hartford and Trinity; the campus is, if
you aren't already aware, a gated com·
munity. Hartford residents do come
out to parties and gatherings, and for
the most part, are well-behaved.
However, this case was one where
the perpetrators overstepped their

heard if it gets louder.
Enjoy spring break and until next
time ...
Peace, Love and Blessings,
Carlos
Concerns? Comments? Questions?
Email me at commissioner.culturalaf·
fairs@gmail.com

You know the drill.

CONTACT
Ian Brooks
Ian.Brooks@trincoll.edu

or
Bomina Kim
Bomina.Kim@trincoll.edu

rea an arti e in t e ' a
Street Journal" the other week called
''Where Have All the Good Men Gone?''
which v,vas excerpted from a new book
called "Manning Up: How the Rise of
Women has Turned Men into Boys." The
author, Kay Hymnowitz, says not so long
ago, the average American man in his
twenties had achieved most of the mile·
stones of adulthood, a high school diploma, financial independence, marriage and
children. Today most men in their twen·
ties hang out in a novel sort of Jimbo, a
hybrid state of semi-hormonal adoles·
cence and responsible se1£·reliance, rela·
tively aftluent, free of family resposiblity,
and entertained by an array of media
devoted to his every please. The single
young man can live in pig heaven and
often does. But her main thesis is that
post graduate young adults in their young
2~ are in a stage ofpre·adulthood as she
calls it which she characterizes as a kind
of second adolescence and she argues
because pre·adult men are putting off
things like marriage, having children, set·
tling down even though they may be
employed and financially independent,
they are able enjoy relatively care free
e¥istences and postpone growing up. It
made me think about what it really
means to be an adult and so I was won·
dering what you think it truly means to be
an adult and when do you think you first
really felt like one?
JJ: Well I don't know where you and
John, following Carver, ever come up with
then "4111est.iona, .but yuu must ponder
them enormously before you come in and
ask me these questions that have very few
answers to them. Now, I've been watch·
ing this generational shift for forty years,
and I watched it also through the eyes of
somebody who has three children, two of
whom now have children of their own,
and here's what the short answer to an
incredibly complicated set of questions is:
I do think that the author of the book
from which you took the quotation is right
in the sense that the kinds of intense
pressure that my generation put on itself
to get out of college, get a job, get married,
start a career, and start a family ... those
pressures are now radically different
pressures. So people, I think, from talking
to hundreds of you, I think, people tend to
have more casual love affairs than we did,
your parents' generation, [and] a lot of
that has to do with changing cultural
norms. We never even thought about liv
ing with each other despite the fact that
we spent every weekend together in coJ:lege. It never once dawned on us to get an
apartment and move in with each other,
which all of my children did and which
scores of my adopted children (who are
my college students here) did, and if it
saves one couple from divorce, I think it's
fine, but it's radically different from our
world.
Now, I think there is something to be
said about an extended kind of growing
up, and I think that that also has a great
deal to do with just pure unadulterated
economics. No one ever sends a child off to
college thinking that the child's going to
move back at 22, [and] you're saying you
need to pick their dirty clothes off the
floor, dinner's going to be at 7:30, wash
your hands and make sure you brush
your teeth before you go to bed. You know,
it's not in the cards. I had a dean in
Michigan, great big guy, who had a voice
that must have been like Ezekiel or one of

w en an e ge spo e, you ow
building kind of shook. And he woul
meet with the parents every fall of th
incoming students and he would jus
look out over them, and the peopl
wouldn't even breathe, and then h
would say in this thunderous voice
"Which one of you wants to be so successful as a parent that at the age of 35 litt1
Johnny is still living in the basemen
apartment calling out 'Mom, why isn'
dinner ready yet and where are my de
clothes?'" I mean the parents would kin
of twitter, not 'Twitter' in your vocabu·
1ary, but twitter in mine, you know, the
would kind of laugh. And then the roo
would go silent as everybody thought 'O
my god, we don't want to be so sulccesstiilll
as a parent that at the age of 35 litt
Johnny is yelling up where are my c
clothes and why isn't dinner ready.' But
do think that the economics are d · ·
people to make different life choiais.
get all these e-mails from you people
the time, and it's amazing how many
you have had to move back beca
maybe you staned on your job search ·
April of your senior year, and then yo
get mad at Career Services because the
don't have a job for you by April 15th.
You know, it takes a lot of preparation
find a job in the worst recession since th
Great Depression and also I think
pressures are simply radically different.
I know from looking at our sons tha:
the pressures on them are so differen
from the pressures on our daughter, w
is the cninif.eE!se~ ~~:m&:a~
overachieving, very gifted person w
gets a job offer about every month, bu
she's also in her mid 30s, she's also trying to be a great mother to her own child
and when she has to travel and her hus·
band has to go to work and Kellan has
bad ear infection and has a 104 temper
ature, the pressures on her are not th
pressures on our sons. Whereas I t ·
young females in their 20s have a radi·
cally more pressured life than the
women of my generation did, I do t ·
that the author of the quip is right ·
that for some males who may not hav
started out on their job quest fas
enough, and who are having a gran
time playing the field with loads o
women, they're just not as driven as m
generation was, because we didn't hav
the options that your generation has.
mean we didn't. It never once dawned o
me once I went off to military school as
boy that I was going to move back home
and it certainly never dawned on m
that my college girlfriend and I were jus
going to get an apartment together
move in with each other and play a
being married. And so we just :fel
intense pressure to get on with ow: adul
lives and you know sometimes I look a
your generation and I look at it with
tinge of envy because wow, I wish some·
times that we hadn't taken everything
seriously. The Vietnam War was ragin
and American cities were on fire, it wa
a bad time to come of age to be finall
getting to the ever-swaying bridge
between adolescence and young adult·
hood and our bridge was being buffete
by heavy storms and yours is buffeted b
very unstable global situation and cer
tainly buffeted by an economic situatio
not of your making but one that is goin
to have vast consequences on your adul
life. So I don't envy you. I'm glad I'
about to be 64. So let me know how it ·
ut there in the bi world.
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Discussion Held to Discuss Racism
continued from page 1
Allison Read. The meeting
included exercises in which the
participants were divided into
small groups to discuss the
lSSUe.

Trinity College has tried to
foster as well as·increase diversity on campus by welcoming
students from all different ethnic as well as socio-economic
backgrounds. This surge for
diversity is evident in the class
of 2014, 24 percent of whom
identify themselves as students
of color. But in light of the current situations, many students
of color no longer feel safe on
Trinity's campus. "They (the
perpetrators) decided that they
were going to invalidate my
experience at Trinity. They
made me feel like I didn't have
the right to express my feelings
without consequences," said
Brandon Lewis '13 in response
to the hate crime that occurred
in Jones Hall.
President James F. Jones
also expressed his disgust and
disheartened feelings regarding
these horrible acts. "These acts
are mean-spirited and painful.
They fly in the face of every-

thing this community stands for
and undermine the trust that is
critical to allowing everyone to
flourish in their academic and
extracurricular lives.
The
action of one unknown individual casts a shadow over each
and every one of us because
anyone can become a suspect
and there is no way to hold the
author to account, engage him
or her, or seek some sort of justice and reconciliation."
Throughout the meeting,
students and faculty members
were trying to uncover the reason for the hateful acts, but
came to the conclusion that it
does not matter why it happened but instead it is important to focus on how to stop
racism throughout the campus.
"At the end of the day, there is
always something that we can
find to unite us. Once we find
that common ground then we
can make a change," said Lewis.
Many students felt disheartened by the way the faculty handled the situation, citing
concerns that the e-mails outlining the occurrences were not
sent with high importance.
Many students also felt that if
the College does not do some-

thing to combat this issue it will
never cease to be a problem. "I
wouldn't be surprised if something like this hapens next
year," said Vincent Bish '12.
Alth ough many believed
that
the
meeting
last
Wednesday was important, they
did not believe that it was completely successful because those
who attended the meeting are
the ones who are searching for a
solution.
Many students suggested
the involvement of the entire
community, perhaps with a
mandatory meeting for all
Trinity College students to discuss and make the issue pertinent to everyone on campus. No
matter the solution, the participants of the meeting all agreed
that the issue is in no way
resolved or finished and there
needs to be a next step.
"We are better than this,"
said Associate Dean of Students
Dr. Ann Reuman. "I ask all who
find such an act intolerant and
intolerable to stand up against
statements and acts that treat
valued members of our community so despicably, and redouble
our efforts to create a supportive and affirming environment."

Hartford's Economy
Better than Most in US
ALYSSA ROSE NTHAL '13
NE WS EDITOR

A report by a Washington
think tank has found that the
Metro Hartford area has suffered less during the recession
and has h ad a stronger recovery
than the majority of metro areas
in the country. Hartford is one of
four metro areas in the United
States that has remained in the
top 20 during both periods,
along with McAllen, Austin, and
San Antonio in Texas.
According to the report's
authors, Hartford has maintained this seemingly healthy
economy by avoiding an unsustainable housing boom. It has
also continued to facilitate
growth of state employment and
the value of goods and services
produced here since 2008.
Hartford had fewer foreclosed
homes held by banks than 90 US
cities, and has only had a 2.4
percent drop in the employment
base, which is fewer losses than
93 cities. In regards to employment rates, Hartford was one of
just 14 cities that had at least

three quarters of job growth in
2010. It was also one of only 13
that have regained at least a
quarter of the jobs that it lost.
As promising as these statistics appear, Hartford's economy
is far from being considered
completely healthy. The metro
area has an 8.6 percent unemployment rate, which is lower
th an the 9.1 percent national
average, but still higher than 48
other regions in the country.
Only four areas, Omaha,
Madison,
Honolulu,
and
Washington D.C., have an
unemployment rate under 6.
percent. The region's housing
prices are still about 14 percent
lower than their peak in 2007,
even though their rebound of
one percent is better than
almost 90 percent of cities.
In comparison to other
regions in Connecticut, however,
Hartford's economy maintains
its image as one of the healthier
ones in the country. Fairfield
County and New Haven had 7.9
and 7. 7 percent job losses,
respectively, in comparison to
Hartford's 2.4.

Want
to
This Week-at Contribute to the
CattJIJI StJtviCIJS
Tripod'l
Tuesday~

March 1S:

.
.
lt1st1tute for f{ecru1ttttet1t of Teachers
lttfortttatiott Sessiott at 12 p.ttt.
Wednesday~

Interested in
Writing for News?

March 16:
Contact Greg Leitao at

U.S. Navy Medical Scholarship
Prograttts lt1fortttatiot1 Sessiot1
at 12 p.ttt.

gregory.leitao@trincoll.edu or
Alyssa Rosenthal at alyssa.rosen·
thal@trineoll.edu
lormore
inlormation!

Log on to frinity Recruiting for tttore
infortttation and to sign up.
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North RA Hospitalized After Assault
GREG LEITAO '12

The assailants continued
to strike Champoux numerous
times in the head before flee·
On Sunday, March 13, ing, and afterwards he was
members of the Trinity retrieved and taken to the
Community received an e-mail Hartford Hospital Emergency
stating that a Resident Room for treatment.
Assistant m
the North
As a result of the incident
Campus Residence
Champoux
Hall
had
been
received
a
"He is a dedicated
assaulted. The indismall crack
RA who has
vidual in question
in his nose
was RA Alexander
and
other
devoted his senior
Champoux '11 , who
minor
bruis·
year to making
was assaulted by
es; he was
North Campus a
two
unidentified
also tested
better place for
individuals while
for a concus·
attempting
to
sion but it
First Years. This
remove them from
was
conclud·
incident is inexthe Residence Hall.
ed that he
cusable and we
The two unidentidid not have
doing everyare
fied
men,
both
one. Though
African· American
the incident
thing we can to
and around college·
did
occur
aid in the investage , were accompa·
within
a
gation."
nied by a female
closed resi·
and were smoking
dence hall,
on the second floor
Ch amp o u x
AmyDeBaun
of the building.
did
not feel
Director of the
After observing
that
the
Office of Campus
the individuals, he
school was to
Life
approached the m
blame.
and request ed tha t
"I thought
they move outside, however that the response was really
inst ead of leaving they began great on the College's side of
causin g a disturbance by nois· things," he said. "Not only did
ily ba nging on doors in t h e plenty of Campus Safety and
hall. Aft er again explaining TCERT member s come to my
that they h a d t o leave, aid, but I have r eceived
Ch a mpoux
was
the n numerous e· mails from vari·
approached by the two males, ous Deans and repre senta·
who immediately attacked tive s from the Office of
him by punching him in the Campus Life ."
head.
Director of the Office of
EWSEDITOR

Campus Life Amy DeBaun
was one of many who was
appalled by the assault.
"I was shocked and very
saddened that Alexander was
attacked," she said. "I was the
Administrator On Call and I
rushed to the scene when
Campus Safety called me. He
is a dedicated RA who has
devoted his senior year to
making North Campus a bet·
ter place for First-Years. This
incident is inexcusable and we
are doing everything we can to
aid in the investigation."
An investigation is still
being conducted through a col·
laboration of Campus Safety,
the Office of Campus Life, and
the
Hartford
Police
Department.
Campus Safety Office
Assistant Jorge Lugo had a
message for the Trinity com·
munity in regards to the inci·
dent.
"We would like to reiterate
how important it is for mem·
hers to adhere to personal
safety precautions, like letting
unknown individuals into res·
idence halls or buildings they
do not have access to," he said.
"Doors and windows should
never be propped open even
for a short period of time."
Campus Safety and the
Office of Campus Life are
looking for any individuals
that have information that
can assist in the investigation,
they can be reached at either
297·3333 or 297-2304.

DARTFORD
POlIC:E UPDATE
March 12:
ound 10:30 p.m. two men attempted to rob
a man at gunpoint on Capitol Ave. After discovering the unidentified man had no money
on him, the suspects forced him into their
vehicle and took him to the Bank of America
where they made him withdraw $700 from
is own account. The man was then left uninjured; police are still investigating the crime.

March 9:
Shortly before noon on Wednesday, March 9,
officers received an anonymous tip that a
body was found in a Garden Street house.
en police arrived at 290 Garden Street, th
vacant home identified by the caller, they
ound no body but did observe blood stains i
various areas of the first floor. Dogs were
called in to assist in the search, which still is
ongmng.

This summer,
start building your future.
Boston University
Summer Study Internship Program
May 23-August 12, 2011

Earn 10 credits in coursework
and gain on-the-job experience
in an internship, choosing
from nine academic tracks.

Learn More.
617-353-0556
bu.edu/summer/internship

•Business & Management
•Communication
•Graphic & Web Design
•Health Sciences & Policy
• International Studies
•Politics, Public Policy & Law
• Psychology & Social Policy
•Self-Designed
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Trinity Becomes More Exclusive Due to Application Increase
continued from page 1

Trinity Community, which can
be found on Trinity's website,
Times graph of selective col- President Jones hailed the
leges mentioned in the 4legs College's many opportunities
article, Bates College, Colby as the reason application numCollege, Columbia University, bers have risen significantly.
"This is stunning news,
Harvard University, and New
York University have all seen indeed, and a compliment to
double digit perthe hard work
of our admiscentage increases
"Trinity has
in
applicants.
sions team, as
well as a testa become a very hot
Trinity
College,
ment
to
however, was listschool because of
Trinity's nationed as the college
the vast opportual reputation.
with the largest
nities
we offer, all
applicant increase.
While we are
of which are
Many other colaware of other
peer
colleges
leges and universibeing better pubreporting
ties
nationwide
licized through
have seen decreasincreases in
our
new admistheir applicant
es in applicants for
pools
(and
sions materials,
the class of 2015.
some
others
According to a
the new website,
reporting
report published
and our everdeclines), we
by
the
Ellen
evolving use of
are not aware
Richards
social media."
of any other
Educational
institution
Services, Tulane
whose applicaUniversity, Elon
James F. Jones
tion increase
University,
and
President of
is of this magWesleyan colleges
Trinity College
nitude . This is
saw a decrease of
7.61 percent, 6.06
extraordinary,
percent, and 6.07 percent, to say the least."
In a statement to 4legs,
r espectively.
The
Ellen
Jones
further
Richards Educational Services President
"specializes in private aca- explained "The 48.4 percent
demic tutoring, test prepara - increase in completed apps is
tion and college admis sions unprecedented: at Trinity or
support," according to their anywhere else for that matter
as far as we know. Trinity has
website.
In a Jan. 26 letter to the become a very hot school

COURTESY OF GREG LEITAO ' 12
Trinity College's Admissio ns will be mo re strict in their decisio n process in the upcoming years, due to mo re applica nts.

because of the vast opportunities we offer, all of which are
being
better
publicized
through our new admissions
materials, the new website,
and our ever-evolving use of
social media."
According to Trinity's
Admissions website , most
applicant~ accepted to Trinity
have a high school GPA of a
B+ or better. Likewise, when
asked how admissions dec1 -

sions
are
made,
the
Office
n@tes
Admissions
"There is no single determining factor in whether an applicant is admitted or not. The
admissions committee rates a
candidate's potential for success at Trinity based on the
evaluation and consideration
of all submitted application
materials.
Remember,
although many students who
apply to Trinity are capable of
"

Intercollegiate
Update

I

handling the College's academic rigor, they may not necessarily be offered admission
due to the limited number of
available places in .the firstyear class."
The 4legs article entitled
"Number of Trinity Applicants
Skyrockets," written by Julia
Falkowski, can be found at
http://www.4legs.org/2011/03/
number-of-trinity-applicantsskyrockets/.
l

''

News In Brief - Tsunami Survivor Rescued at Sea

Four Protestors Killed in Yemen

Middlebury College

Brown University

Middlebury College has now
established two new study abroad locations in the Middle East for students,
one in Beer Sheva, Israel and another
in Amman, Jordan. The program in
Israel was created in cooperation with
Brandeis University, and the Jordan
program was implemented in affiliation with the University of Jordan.

A team of researchers at Brown
University are working on an innovarive method fo r treating obsessivecompulsive disorder involving deep
brain stimulation. The team has been
working on the new technique fo r
over 10 years, and believe that using
deep brain stimulation can succeed in
situations where medication fails.

Hiromitsu Shinkawa, a 60-year-old
Japanese man, was found by a military destroyer floating 10 miles from
shore on the roof of his home.
Shinkawa's home had been torn apart
in the recent tsunami while he and his
wife were gathering possessions after
the earthquake. He was reported to be
in "good condition" even after being
adrift for 48 hours, although his wife
has yet to be found .

On Saturday, March 12, the second
day of anti-government protests in
Yemen, security forces fired into a
crowd of citizens, killing four and injur
ing hundreds. The protests are against
President Ali Abdullah Saleh, who has
been in power for 32 years. Troops sur
rounded the crowd of protestors with
armored personnel around midnight,
and around 5 a .m. began firing their
weapons.

University of Massachusetts

Colby College

Women Injured by Stray Dolphin

Student's Body Found in Spain

O fficers from the UMass Police
Department were dispatched to a dormitory at 3:20 a. m. on Friday, March
11 to respond to a sexual assault claim.
The victim was a female student, who
stated that she woke up in her room to
see an unidentified male standing
over her. The suspect fled shortly
after, and has yet to be apprehended.

Students residing in the Hillside
residences of Colby College have, for
the second time, discovered bed bug
infestations in their dorm rooms. The
first incident occurred last semester in
the same area of campus, and once
again the administration worked with
a pest control organization to exterminate the bugs.

On Sunday, March 13, a woman in
South Florida sustained injuries after a
600 to 700 pound dolphin jumped onto
the deck of the boat she was on. The Isle
of Capri Fire Department was contacted
by the captain of the boat, who explained
that the dolphin landed on the woman
when it jumped out of the water. She suffered minor injuries, and the dolphin was
safely returned to the water.

The body of Austin Taylor Bice, a 22yearold San Diego University student,
was found in Spain on Tuesday, March 8.
Bice had been studying business at
Carlos the Third University of Madrid,
and was found in a river near the nightclub where he was last seen the night of
February 26. Reports indicate that he
may have been walking alone after
being denied entry to the club.

Tufts University

University of Rhode Island

Team Claims to Find Atlantis

Nickelodeon Brings Back '90s

Tufts University has announced
that there will no longer be an annual
Naked Quad Run, a tradition since
he 1970s. The University began sponsoring the event in 2003 in order to
nsure student safety, however after
ecent discussions over the risk of the
Run (held in late December) the
1dministration has prohibited it.

Following a large dance held on
campus, eight arrests were made by
URI police officers and security personnel. The arrests came about after
a large fight broke out outside of the
venue, and those detained were
arrested with charges of disorderly
conduct, issued fo r fighting, refusing
to disperse, and assaulting offi cers.

A U.S. research team has claimed that
it has located the lost city of Atlantis off
the coast of Spain. The researchers analyzed satellite imagery of a suspected
submerged city north of Cadiz, Spain,
and believe that what they found was a
metropolis destroyed by an ancient
tsunami. The team will be featured in a
National Geographic Special, ''Finding
Atlantis."

Starting this fall, TeenNick will
begin airing a two-hour program
block titled ''The '90s Are All That."
Shows being brought back for the
late-night programming include
"Kenan & Kel," "All That," "Rugrats,"
"Pete & Pete," "The Amanda Show,"
and "Clarissa Explains it All." Over
time there are hopes to showcase
other shows and movies from the '90s.
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Food Dudes: In Search of Southern Comfort Food in Hartford
EJ EWALD & EMILY WEBER '11
STAFF WJUTERS

Black-eyed Sally's proves that
Memphis isn't the only place you can
get good barbecue in a bluesy atmosphere. A short drive to Asylum Street
began our exciting dinner at the barbecue and Cajun food restaurant, serving
good ole comfort food, southern style.
Black-eyed Sally's also doubles as a
music venu e, and its walls are covered
with colorful murals depicting musicians from several different eras and
graffiti by bands. It was certainly
unlike any restaurant we've attended
thus far, boasting an unrivaled u niqueness.
Although the restaurant itself was
unique, our method of evaluating its
dishes were not; we set out on an
escapade of over-eating as us u al.
Weber started out with a glass of red
wine and EJ with an Abita Purple
Haze, but we eventually switched to
"the Hurricane," a deliciously fruity
cocktail - as tasty as it is potent, a note
on the menu warns that only two
Hurricanes will be served per customer. One glance over the menu
already made us feel comforted as we
recognized our old friends: mac 'n
cheese, cheese grits, fried okra, and
other Southern food . The meal started
off with all things fried; our appetizers
consisted of a plate of calamari and
fried crawfish accompanied by another
of fried pickle chips and fried okra.
Each dish was served with a "special
sauce," which tasted suspiciously like
Thousand Island. Nevertheless, all
four samples were spicy (save for the

okra) and satisfying. EJ prefered the
crawfish to the rest and Weber t he
okra.
This was followed by the Burnt
Endz and Sally's Pig Out Platter. Th e
Burnt Endz were our favorite part of
the meal. Crispy chunks of smoked
beef tossed with barbecue sauce, t hese
tender pieces of meat literally melted
in ou r mout h s. But if you're looking to

get a real bang for your buck, look no
further than Sally's Pig Out Platter.
This h uge plate piled pork ribs, pulled
pork, and Andou ille Sausage with
some smoked cheddar cheese grits, red
beans a nd rice . The ribs were delicious
and went nicely with the Black-eyed
Sally's custom barbecue sauce fo u nd on
t he table. Th e Black-eyed Sally's h ot
sauce, on th e other h an d, did not meet

PH OTO COU RTESY OF: panoram io.co m

ou r expectations. Although it provided
the generic hot-sauce flavor, there was
no real )'hotness" to the sauce. We
indiscriminately dumped both sauces
on the pulled pork; it certainly wasn't
"dry," but lacked flavor. Combined with
t he sauces, however, it was delicious .
In ou r opinion, the sausage really took
first prize on this dish. Biting into the
crispy and smoked outside to find spicy
and juicy on the inside, we had landed
ourselves in sausage heaven.
Having given up dairy for Lent, EJ
could not try th e cheese grits. Weber is
possibly t he only person from t h e sout h
who dislikes cheese grits, so you really
must go a nd try them for yourself and
give us your own review. The red
beans and rice were delicious and,
mixed with t h e sau ces from t h e meat,
were incomparable to any we've had
before.
We felt compelled to try the pecan
pie, as it is a southern specialty, and
was also the only dessert without a
substantial amount of dairy. We were
disappointed to find we would have
been better off without it. All goop and
no pecans, the pie came out burning
hot and scalded EJ's tongue. An unfinished dessert is a bad dessert, and this
plate was full when we left.
Dessert aside, we highly recommend Black-eyed Sally's for a fun and
exceptional meal. If you decide to try
it, go when a band is there and ask for
a table with a good view of the stage.
Caution: you will not find pre-spring
break diet food here, and should only
go if you're fully dedicated to the experience . As always, until next time, Bon
Appetit!

Black-eyed Sallys, located at 350 Asylum Street, provides a taste of the South with Barbecue and music.

Amitava Kumar Speaks About the Art of Academic Sentences
MINA AIKEN '11, JULIA MCINNIS '11
& MOLLY SHAW '11
COPY EDITORS

"If you were asked to tell your story
simply by quoting the sentences you
have read and remembered, what
would those sentences be?" Amitava
Kumar began his talk as this year's
Wassong Memorial Lecture speaker on
Tuesday, Mar. 8, with this question. The
Shirley G. Wassong Memorial Lecture
was established in 1996 by Joseph
Wassong in memory of his wife. Mr.
Wassong, a member of the class of 1959,
attended the dinner and lecture last
week. Each year, the selected lecturer
alternates between a current Trinity
professor and a guest. Past lecturers
have included Professor Kirkpatrick of
the Religion department and renowned
Abraham Lincoln scholar Michael
Burlingame. The event required a lot of
careful planning, and would not have
been such a success without the help of
Professor Vijay Prashad, chair of the
International Studies department.
An English professor at Vassar
College, Kumar is also the author of six
books, including Husband of a Fanatic
and, most recently, A Foreigner
Carrying in the Crook of His Arm a
Tiny Bomb. His lecture last Tuesday,
"How to Build Your Own Academic

Sentence," focused on the "tyranny of
academic sentences," and how academic
writing all too often relies on conventional structures to denote a sophisticated understanding of the material
being discussed.
We had the opportunity to meet
Kumar before the lecture at a dinner
held in his and Mr. Wassong's honor in
Hamlin Hall. Although many professors and alumni attended the dinner
and were eager to have a moment with
the guest lecturer, Professor Vijay
Prashad, Kumar's close friend, made a
point of bringing him over to chat with
the students who were invited. Ku mar,
who is easygoing and engaging, was
genuinely interested in our academic
pursuits and leisure reading. Favorite
books and authors were a constant part
of the conversation.
Kumar opened his lecture by
explaining how he became particularly
interested in the construction of aca demic writing: he found a link on the
University of Chicago's Writing
Program's website that generated random academic sentences. Kumar presented examples of sentences he both
admired and questioned. He discussed
the rules for good writing laid out by
V.S. Naipaul, and used these rules to
question other examples he selected

from Stanley Fish's book, How to Write
a Sentence and How to Read One. He
suggested that the rules put forth by
these authors might serve as a springboard for good writing, but that ultimately powerful language does not necessarily need to comply with the regimented structure of formal academia.
Kumar explained that the goal of
good academic writing is to write clear
sentences that not only reveal ideas,
but also create conflict. Writing must
not always follow a rigid formula. Good
academic writing can produce a series
of concise ideas which, instead of flowing on a straight and narrow path, collide and form an argument. Kumar
explained how far too often, students
and young academics regurgitate conventional academic phrases in their
work as a way of demonstrating linguistic proficiency, rather than seeking out
more creative options. "Style is
assumed to be a feature only of senior
living, a part of what you do later in
your career, when you have acquired
the necessary academic credentials," he
said. "And till you have amassed the
capital of years of professional membership, the luxury of innovation or originality is frowned upon as irresponsible
and excessive."
Kumar also spoke briefly about his

latest book, A Foreigner Carrying in the
Crook of His ·Arm a Tiny Bomb, which
explores the global migration of torture
from India to the United States in the
post-Sept. 11 era. The work cites
alarmingly similar stories of entrapment and torture in both countries. We
asked Kumar how he thinks his understanding of sentences is reflected in his
own work. Kumar responded that he
was, "interested in collecting sentences
that give us some of our power back,
simply by revealing to us, in the plain
language of testimony, what is being
done to other human beings in our
name." Kumar's style and tone reflect
his philosophy of writing. His work
defies traditional academic structure
and uses creatively formed sentences to
reveal conflict and to demonstrate the
imbalance of power created by the War
on Terror.
Kumar's creative academic attitude
kept the lecture casual, dynamic, and
engaging. He punctuated his analysis of
sentences and the war on terrorism
with jokes and quips, many of which
were playfully made at Professor
Prashad's expense. The evening was
filled with energetic critical thinking,
and Amitava Kumar's presence on the
Trinity College campus for this year's
Wassong Lecture was a real treat.
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Bertoli's Freshman Guidance: Listening to Locals Visits the
Bordonaro Service Center
How to Fix Your Faithful iPod
GREG MONIZ '11 & JOHN DOWNES-ANGUS '11
STAFF WRITERS

scheme (even though I also own a
CONTIUBUTING WRITER
MacBook Pro, iPod Touch, and a
shuffle). No. I was determined to fix
Almost a full year after its archa· my iPod and save the $229, $249,
ic predecessor first made waves $299, or $399 that a new iPod would
across the world of bored Lily cost.
My determination led me to dis·
Pulitzer-clad stay·at·home Moms
and
self· labelled
"tech ·savvy" assemble my iPod, my efforts
California architects (think Elton spurred on by a curiously vague
John, with a college degree), the website which claimed that it was
iPad 2 was released by Apple on Fri. , easy. I hoped, upon disassembly, to
Mar. 11. Coincidentally, this major find the cause of the problem and fix
Cost-efficient, even.
technological leap for mankind just it myself.
Right.
Upon
pulling
apart the iPod I
happened to coincide with the break·
immediately
snapped
a wire that I'm
ing of my beloved fifth generation
sure
was
significant
to the overall
8GB white (and slightly, to say the
functioning
of
the
iPod.
I was off to a
least, "scratched") iPod.
good
start.
Better
yet,
my
absence of
A faithful companion of mine for
Hulk-like
strength
had
resulted
in
over five years, it seems my iPod was
my
using
a
ruler
to
pry
the
iPod
not ready embark onto the sixth generation and rather succumbed to the open, which, to my dismay, ended up
woes of time. Simply put, I received completely cracking the screen.
a visit from the white screen of Lovely.
In other words, I effectively condeath. Still confused? It died on me.
Except as everyone familiar with firmed that my iPod was completely,
Apple knows, when anything created utterly, and irreversibly ruined .
by Steve Jobs's br illiance dies, you Upon mashing the pieces back
are left with screen of blinding white together and attempting to turn it
(hence the term, "white screen of on, even the white screen of death
failed to appea r (that's when you
deat h") .
What was I to do? I h a d practical· know your S .O.L.) . All I was left
ly formed my teen a ge years a round with w a s questionable metallic
that little thing, with it s embarrass· fla kes on my h a nds from my zealous
ing American Eagle sticker on the pursuits-something important to
back, ever-multiplying scratches and r emember when I am diagnosed
screen cracks, and a faulty "hold" with a mysterious form of cancer in
button. I knew if I asked anyone for thirty years. What to do?
I immediately went to my home
advice they would only advise that I
give in to Steve Jobs' evil marketing page, which h a ppens to be
scheme and purchase another iPod Apple .com, as anyone who owns a
to replace my broken one . After all, MacBook and is as lazy as I am
would understand. I was greeted by
it is all part of "the plan."
the
smiling face of the new iPad 2.
Steve Jobs wants customers to
No
Steve
Jobs, not today. Instead I
continually purchase his "new" prod·
ucts to replace what his "new" prod· went to the "iPod" tab and did a
ucts have now made "old." Follow? quick side·by·side comparison of all
In other words, Steve Jobs effective· iPod models before settling on the
ly knows how to control and manipu· iPod classic, which reminded me of
late all problems related to human my old one . It is due to arrive in a
consumption of products . You can week. Until then, I am making do
now understand why there was a with my 8GB Touch. And don't
new MacBook by the time you got worry... I'm more emotionally stable
home from purchasing your first one . than those Foxconn employees over
I wasn't going to give in to his evil in China.
ERICA BERTOLI '14

The funny thing about a cityscape is its ability to allow certain things to blend into
its fabric so well that they reach a point of disappearance. But when the time is right,
they pop out. We both noticed Bordonaro Service Center in times of automotive pe:ril
For Greg, it came last spring when his venerable Volkswagen would not start. John
first noticed it last week while waiting 45 minutes after getting into a car accident
right outside the shop's stoop.
Bordonaro, tucked away just north of the corner of Broad St.· New Britain Ave., is
an auto repair shop anchored out of a tiny bright yellow building with a medley of
purgatorial cars awaiting their fate in its driveway. Bringing them back to life is
owner John Giarenakis. John, 50, is originally from Siana, Rhodes, Greece and has
lived in Hartford for the past 33 years. He's been working on cars since he was 12.
His oil-blackened hands, his silent mechanic compatriots, bis detail oriented person·
ality, and his devotion to his small cliente1e create in his shop an atmosphere of fer
vent devotion to craft and customer-owner relationships.
What were your dreams as a child?
I wanted to become a pilot, a soccer player or even a bicyclist. I went to school for
automotive work in Greece - Rhodes.
How did you come to own Bordonaro?
I used to work up on the corner. That was my first job for two years. From there, I
went to Pontiac Center in West Hartford. Then in 1981 I started working here. I
worked for the previous owner and I took over after 11 years.
What do you like about being a small business owner?
Getting in touch with the customer, that's the biggest thing. Now is not like it used
to be. Right now, if you really want to run a shop you need a service manager, that
kind of stuff. That's why I keep the place small for myself. A lot of people I know
from the college. Some of the professors now, they're younger than me. It used to be
older guys. When I was 21, everyone bad the beard and mustache. I was a young
guy. Now it's the other way around.
What changes have you noticed about the neighborhood?
It got better. It was good but then 1990 was the worst time, I would say, because of
all the shootings. But now it's better.
What do you think makes somebody a good neighbor?
The biggest thing is to stay clean. This morning I was cleaning a couple of bottles
that broke outside. And the neighbo1·s-I don't have any problems with. Sometimes
you get the young kids who want to play.
What makes you happy?
[Smiles] To wake up in the morning and go to work.
So you love what you do?
That's the only reason rm staying. r m not here to sell. Tllis business, u1lfortuntttElly n 1
now, in order to make it ... there's no more personal touch. You have to advertise. I
don't do that. I concentrate on my regular customers.
Do you feel like that's something that is harder to do? Or does it help
you?
For me, it works. But it's tough for somebody new because the taxes are going up,
insurance is going up. Everything is so high. Being a small shop sometimes you
need to buy software for this, and tools. It's tough. The old days you had a toolbox,
a set of wrenches, and you were all set. But after 1981 everything went to electronics. I keep going to school now for updates. I can't just work on somebody's car.
Do you go back to Greece a lot?
Lately I do because my parents are getting older. I have a brother who is sick.
Do you have family here in the States?
I have a younger brother here who has a restaurant.
Any closing reflections? Advice for those of us about to leave Trinity?
For you guys now its much tougher. No jobs like they used to be. I got here in '77
and I found a job a week later. Hartford used to have a lot of factories. Now there's
nothing left around here.

Umbrian Sunrise: An Insight to the History of Romanization
MADELINE BAUM '14
FEATURES EDITOR
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While many societies try to hold
onto t heir own culture for as long as
possible, others try to assimilate to the
cult ure of other societies. Professor
Giampiero Bevagna of the Umb ra
Institute- Peru gia,
spoke
last
Thursday, Mar. 10 about how t h e
Ancient Umbrian s assimilated with
the ways of t he Romans, and became
fully "Romanized." Bevagna received
his M.A. in Classics from t h e
University of P eru gia, h as taught
courses on Italy's roots and has done
several archeological digs across Italy,
making him an expert of all aspects of
Italy.
Before U mbria was a part of the
Roman Empire, Italy was initially
divided into 11 regions. Umbria, a
landlocked territory, was the "sixth
region." New regions were created in
1861, and so Umbria was given its

n a me. Bevagn a st resse d that "The
Umbrians were t hought to have been
t he most ancient race in Italy." They
survived the Great Flood and so t hey
were given the name 'Umbrian,' which
is derived from t he Greek wor d mean ing people of t he rain.
After a series of battles bet ween the
Umbrian and Roman armies, a Battle
in Sentinum in 308 B. C. E. was the
final defeat for the Umbrians, making
t hem no longer the largest independent
part of t he Roman Empire-this was
t he beginning of t heir 'Romanization.'
Transportation was a vital part of
t h e assimilation of t h e Umbrians,
Bevagna explained. One of th e first
things t he Romans did was build military roads. These new roads enhanced
the strategic mobility of troops and
allowed the Umbrians to have easier
access to Rome and its culture. The
roads and their names are in use today.
"The oldest roads were named after
their functions," Bevagna said. "Then

they were named after t heir destina tion."
Many of the newly acquired cities
were made into colonies, and t he other
cities that were not, were labeled as
"socii," or allies. While t hey were all
subject to taxes, the Romans did not
try to impose their own culture on t he
socii. Their societies remained almost
identical to how t hey fu nctioned when
they were independent; only now if
there was war, t hey would be protected. The Romans did not force t heir
ways onto t h e Umbrian s, t he
Umbr ia ns wante d to be fu lly
Romanized. So in 91 B.C., several
cities t hroughout Italy prepared to
fight against Rome in effort to get full
Roman citizenship. The Roman government made a deal that if those
cities that did not rebel they would be
promised Roman citizenship. In 90
B.C., the Umbrians were fully
Romanized.
Bevagn a also discussed some of the

Umbrian cities fo und around t h e
region, including Spello, Menania, and
Assissi. Accompanied by pictures of
t hese sprawling towns in the Italian
countryside, Bevagna recounted t he
importance of different r uins and monuments t hroughout the cities. Assisi,
famously known as the birthplace of
Saint Francis, was t hought of as a twin
town with Spello. Unfortunately Spello
"wasn't as lucky to have Francis,"
Bevagna stated, causing t he town to be
less well known. The town Mevania,
which was once t he capital of Umbria,
contains some of the oldest city walls,
which were a direct influence from
Roman building techniques. Bevagna
showed examples of U mbrian temples
and theaters, some of which are still
standing today.
While these Umbrian towns are
mere reflections of the towns they once
were, many of the aspects of their society come from the influences of the
Romans today.
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Resurgence of African Studies
TC4 Skate-a-thon to Raise
Money for Tuition Scholarships and Activism at Trinity College
EMILY MISENCIK '14
CO-FEATURES EDITOR

How many laps can you skate? That
is the question that the Trinity College
Community Child Care Center, or TC4,
is asking the local community, encouraging all to attend and support their first
ever Skate-A-Thon fundraiser. TC4
serves as a local childcare center for children of Trinity staff and nearby residents, watching and educating roughly
65 children ages six weeks to five years.
Proceeds benefit the children, hopefully
providing three full time scholarships,
valued at $36,000, to Hartford residents
that would otherwise not be able to
afford tuition. The event, sponsored by
the Office of Community Relations, The
Center for Urban and Global Studies,
and The Koeppel Community Sports
Center, will take place on Thurs., Apr. 14
from 5:30 to 7:30 pm at the Koeppel
Community Sports Center.
Located in the basements of LSC and
Clemens, TC4 has an excellent relationship with the campus and the college
student population, employing 15 students to work with the children. TC4
also employs seven teachers and 15
assistants. The center is currently celebrating its 25th anniversary, proving its
importance within Hartford and the
Trinity community. Terry Romero, the
Administrative Assistant of Center for
Urban and Global Studies, encourages
all to "help and assist with the center as
much as possible" and to take advantage
of this great asset to both communities.
In addition to helpin,g out at the event,
students can also volunteer to read to
students and spend time in the center
working in a fun environment tha;
relieves the stress of a typical Trinity
course load.
Increasing costs, budget cuts and

dwindling funds sparked the idea for the
fundraiser.
Christina
Gademsky,
Executive Director of TC4, shared that
full-time tuition for a preschool comes to
$12,000, while infant childcare costs
$14,500. Students and faculty are
encouraged to attend the event, taking
an active part in helping the smiling
youthful faces walking around campus
on nice days. TC4 is also accepting school
supply donations, such as crayons, glue,
and scissors, providing necessary tools
the children use everyday.
Romero shared that brainstorming
ideas for a fundraiser began in October.
Although preliminary ideas suggested a
talent show, the center eventually decided on a fun and family oriented skate-athon. Pledge forms are currently available at TC4 and must be turned in by
April 14. Individuals are encouraged to
ask family and friends for donations and
if companies have a matching gift fund
policy. No donation is too small.
TC4 exists as one of the leaders of
early childhood education, truly believing in education and early intervention.
Both faculty and local parents benefit
from their services, creating a close and
safe environment for their children to
grow and learn. Their slogan, "Hartford's
Future Starts Here," further displays the
center's mission and serves as a hopeful
insight to the future of education and
Hartford's youth. After touring the center and observing the educational learning and great interaction between the
staff and children, it's hard not to want
to get involved.

For more information and pledge or
donation forms,
Contact
Teresita.romero@trincoll.edu
Or
Christina.gademsky@trincoll.edu

70p 10 Plat!e:S to Go l'or Spr~
10. Home
9. Last minute skiing, anyone?
8. Europe
7. Disney World. It's the happiest place on Earth.
6. Mexico. Vimos a la playa.
5. Canada...the drinking age is 18
4. Join the rest of the school at Ultra
3. Anywhere sunny
2. Anywhere besides Connecticut
1. Anywhere besides Trinity
........-..--~~~~

What's more, Trinity College's 6th
Annual International Hip Hop Festival
will feature artists from South Africa,
Egypt, Kenya and Tanzania in addition
to screening the documentary film,
"Homegrown: Hip Life in Ghana" on
April 1 and 2.
Concurrently, a significant number of
students have become involved in African
development efforts on the ground. The
African Development Coalition (ADC),
led by Ibrahim Diallo '11 and Sofia
Melograno '11, seeks to raise awareness
about contemporary African culture, politics and economic issues on the Trinity
campus and beyond, ultimately bringing
together a network of civil servants to
work towards peace, education and
development in the continent. Past
accomplishments include projects in
Guinea and Sierra Leone. The ADC is
currently raising funds to return to
Africa this summer to build a brand new
maternity ward and a clean drinking
water pump in a village in Tanzania.
For One World, founded in 1998 by
Trinity students, has enjoyed a recent
resurgence on campus as well. A nonprofit devoted to quality global education,
For One World founded and supports an
international primary school in Ghana,
as well as a thriving female scholarship
program, a yearly donation drive and a
collegiate volunteer program. To date,
over 15 Trinity students have travelled to
Ghana to teach at the school and we are
<:-0
OJ
I
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happy to announce Jake Prosnit '12 as
this year's selected volunteer.
As a capstone project, Diallo,

Melograno and I (aided by History and
International Studies Professor Seth
Markle) have united our experiences to
pursue a study on education and technology in Africa. The project examines colonial and postcolonial education systems,
curriculums, and approaches to current
education methods in today's globalized
world. The scholarly analysis has been
leading up to our final endeavor-drafting computer literacy lesson plans to
send to the school in Ghana as a pilot
program to address the growing digital
divide.
Outside the classroom, For One
World and the ADC are teaming up to
host a photography contest titled, "Africa
Through Trinity's Eyes." There is one
qualification for all entries; they must
have been taken in Africa. We invite submissions from anyone who has studied
abroad in Trinity-in-Cape Town, volunteered with various organizations and
other students who have documented
snapshots ofthis diverse continent. Local
Hartford citizens who hail from various
African countries will serve as judges of
the competition. The winners will be
announced during the opening night
reception on April 7, from 6:30-8 pm in
the Mather Exhibition Space. We welcome all students and community members for an evening of vibrant photography, delicious African food and an oppor
tunity to hear more about the work of
For One World and the ADC.
Photographs must be original pieces
of art, sent in a jpeg format, 300 dpi.
Please includ~ ~he location of the p4oto,
date ta:K.en, and a caption/title. All subm1ss10ns
must
be
mailed
to
FlWADC@gmail.com by March 17, 2011.

SGA and the TriPod Recosnize the Faces
Behind the Scenes
Featured this week is:

Campus Safef)I Officer Brian Killian
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COMPILED BY: EMILY MISENCIK '14 AND BLAKE FISHER '11
Trinity's Campus Safety officers work diligently day and night to ensure
students and staff work and live in a safe environment. Spending hours patrolling
the area to make sure the campus is as safe as possible, an officer's job is never
done. Office Brian Killian has spent the last 21 years dedicating his time and energy to the Trinity community, making an influential impact.
After sitting down with Officer Killian, it's clear he is a man who truly loves
hi.s_iob. Although landing the job was an act of fate after a previous layoff, Officer
Killian says that he has loved every minute of his job and being part of the Trinity
community. He told us that, "if you love what you do, you'll never work a day in
your life," which gives hope that the "real world" might not be so harsh after all.
Officer Killian also shared how things have changed during his time at
Trinity. Students have become more responsible and controlled in their actions.
However, he does admit that it is often difficult to be in his position, as students
must remember to make smart decisions regarding their safety and security. He
also commented on the "horrible" Trinity parking, stating that he does understand it
is a difficulty and hassle for students. As stories were exchanged, Officer Killian
did mention a somewhat humorous story of rushing to the aid of some unclothed
pledges on a nearby golf course, showing that Campus Safety really is dedicated
to the Trinity community.
Numerous students have also experienced positive encounters with
Officer Killian. Rosalia Abreu '11 says that she viewed Officer Killian as someone
she "could depend on in difficult times." She also shared the time when he found
her missing ID card in a garbage can outside her dorm, and returned it to her room
with a note that she still has today.
.
At the end of the day, Officer Killian works to create a safe and enjoyable
ev1ronment. He hopes to be viewed as an approachable source, encouraging students to talk. to him about anything and not to view him as someone who is trying
to get them in trouble. After talking with Officer Killian, it is clear that he goes above
and beyond the call of duty. The SGA and the Trinity Tripod commend Officer
Killian for all his time and dedication, he is a vital member of the Trinity community.
To nominate a dedicated Trinity staff member, email blake.fisher@trincoll.edu
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Sculptures at The Mill Combine Art, Nature, and Engineering
KRISTINA SMITHY '14
NINNA GAENSLER-DEBS '11
TRIPOD STAFF

The peaceful and relaxed
ambiance complete with live
music at the Mill on Friday,
Mar. 11 was the perfect accompaniment for the gallery opening "Nelson Bruns: You Can
Bring Your Cool Friends." Both
members and non-members of
The Mill filled the entire first
floor to view the event.
Curated
by
Alexandra
Meredith '11 and Kai Paine ' 11,
the opening fluidly combined
art, food, and music (performed by Andrew McGarrah
'14, Chase Caillouette '10, and

John Downes-Angus '11), and
seemed on par with that of a
professional gallery opening.
"Math, Art, and Nature"
was not only the title of one of
the pieces but also the main
theme of the exhibit. Bruns, a
mechanical engineering major
who graduated from New
York's Rensselaer Polytechnic
University in December, has
always been interested in engineering, physics, music and
commonplace items. For him,
art was a perfect way to bring
it all together.
"I wanted to show common
objects t h at we see everywhere
around us in a different way.
For example, I wanted to show

Bruns created "Earthquake" using the metal skills he acquired during high school.

how magnets could be used in
a non-traditional way," Bruns
said. The layout of The Mill
allowed him to demonstrate to
viewers exactly how he saw
magnets as a fusion of both science and art. Directly outside
of the gallery rooms stood a
large table that held an interactive display of wires and
magnets attached to a radio.
By placing the magnet on a
piece of coiled wire and moving
it onto various surfaces, music
starts to emanate from the
contraption. This includes
moving the magnet-wire piece
onto t he jaw line, and subsequently h earing music in one's
ear.
In a piece titled "I Speak for
the Trees," Bruns describes art
as a process of exploration, as
it is created by incorporating
both n ature and science. Bru ns
used tree branches, magnets
and h ardware items such as
nails to create a piece of art
that virtu ally created sou nd.
The bird sou nds t h at were
emitted from the four circular
slabs of tree traveled up
through the wires and magnets, making it act as a speaker. The artist jokingly pointed
out th at the simple structure of
wire and magnets are, "what
Bose is charging you $1000
for." This piece, used for the
Mill opening's promotion, is a
personal favorite for Bruns.
A two-dimensional piece,

Prof. Goldman to Release New Book
continued from page 1
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harrowing line, "that night, in
my hotel room, I lay in my bed
listening to the waves, which
now sounded to me as if they
were grinding bones." This
was the weekend Goldman
proposed to Aura by the same
ocean that would eventually
take her life. When Goldman
describes the proposal he says
he "pulled the ring from his
pocket and dropped to one
knee ," yet doesn't go any further in recounting the event,
allowing the reader to make
their own assumptions about
what was said.
The perspective of "The
Wave" then shifts to the past,
and Goldman allows the
details and moments of their
courtship to take precedent,
injecting each one with pure
adoration. We are allowed into
the narrator 's head as he
watches Aura wear a pair of
wetsuit booties and think,
"what an adorable , funny,
beautiful person my Aura is."
However, it is the descriptions
of Aura's idiosyncrasies and
personality traits that make
this phrases ring true . Aura
uses a Hello Kitty toaster that
brands each piece of toast with
the smiling cat face. When I
asked about it, Goldman

laughed and said, "I still use
it." Aura designs a pair of
robotic shoes that come when
you call them, writes in
turquoise ink, regularly gets
lost on the subway, wants her
hand to be held, and
rearranges the furniture m
the narrator's apartment. She
is endearing, playful and
funny, and Goldman allows
the reader to love her just as
he did .
Tragically, this whimsical
and beautiful character is
shattered on that July morning. "This is the moment that
decided everything; if I am the
wave, this is when I begin to
crest, with an aching surge of
love
inside
my
chest,"
Goldman writes. He watches
as she dives under a wave,
taunting the violent surf, and
playfully swims amidst the
waves. He loses sight of her.
The rest of the article unfolds
as a raw, voyeuristic look into
the hours after he pulls his
beloved wife from the surf, the
ride to the hospital, the surgeons, and the waiting. It's
gripping, especially in the language Goldman uses to construct a woman who is the
epitome of life and youth.
Goldman wrote this specific
scene while h e was at the
American Academy in Berlin.
When he finished it, h e did not

write again for over a month.
However, Goldman insists
that the death scene is a small
part of the entire novel. In the
novel, the narrator begins to
drink himself into oblivion,
which Goldman says deviates
from his own reaction. His goal
of this work is not to tell the
readers what you should do
while grieving, but to capture
how it can be. Goldman seeks
to encapsulate the human
emotions that blur the lines of
fiction and nonfiction-again
challenging whether or not a
story is factual, is ultimately
inconsequential. "I most wanted a book about Aura," he said,
"not my grief." And indeed, in
this excerpt, Goldman shares
his love of the living, breath·
ing character of Aura Estrada
and hopes to "join her on a
level
of
imagination."
Goldman creates a hybrid
novel, beginning with his own
work about Aura, also a writer,
and by the end fusing it with
some of her work, solidifying
the two of them m words.
While "The Wave" offers a harrowing and tragic description
of a love lost, it is so saturated
with love that death is overpowered. Goldman wants his
readers to realize the fragility
of love, and only hopes they
learn to love more because of
it.

PH OT O COURTESY OF: http//www.nelsonbruns.com

"Hollow Po ints" serves as a metaphor for the powers of the pen and the swo rd .

"Totem," connects science and
art quite well. What looked
like simply paint on paper was
actually a recording of sound
display. A speaker, made of
mostly wire, was used to create
this piece. The metal wire was
attracted and repelled from a
magnet to displace air, which
created sou nd. Then, wh en this
wire was painted in various
colors, it vibrated against th e
paper to create t h is piece of art
th at visualized sound.
Both
"Faultline"
and
"Earthquake," two works that
were created using welded
metal, hung on the walls in
each gallery. In addition, t here
were pieces that showed how
common h ouseh old items can
be made into very conceptual
items, such as "Hollow Points."
This piece, more of an installa-

tion than a sculpture, displays
several pens tips deliberately
scattered around an extremely
powerful magnet that acts as a
platform for a one dollar bill,
coiled wire, and a small nail.
These items together form a
homemade speaker that continually plays a recording of
th e AIG bailout debate. The
pens and one dollar bill contribute to the symbolism of the
piece, mounted on a classical
white pedestal.
His work brilliantly mixes
creativity and engineering. It
is an unlikely combination that
yielded incredible results .
When asked if he has any
advice for aspiring artists,
Bruns' suggested to, "try new
things, get a spool of wire and
play around." It certainly
worked for him.

~ CINESTUDIO ~ ~
Lucino Visconti's
THE LEOPARD
Tuesday, March 15, 7:30 p.m.
BLACK SWAN
Wednesday, March 16, 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, March 17, 7:30 p.m.
Friday, March 18, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, March 19, 2:30 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.
I LOVE YOU PHILLIP MORRIS
Saturday, March 19, 9:40 p.m.
SHOAH: The 25th Anniversary Re-release
Sunday, March 20, 2:30 p.m. (Part I)
Sunday, March 20, 7:30 p.m. (Part II)
Monday, March 21, 7:30 p.m. (Part Ill)
Tuesday, March 22, 7:30 p.m. (Part IV)
THE FIGHTER
Wednesday, March 23, 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, March 24, 7:30 p.m.
Friday, March 25, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, March 26, 2:30 & 7:30 p.m.
BIUTIFUL
Sunday, March 27, 2:30 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.
Monday, March 28, 7:30 p.m.
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The High Dials Look for
Inspiration in Classic Roots

July 15, 2011 marks the end of one of the
biggest franchises in movie history. "Harry
Potter and the Deathy Hallows: Part Two"
will be the last of eight films , based off of J .K.
Rowling's phenomenally successful Harry
Potter novels. The wizarding world that
made Rowling famous also made 11-year-old
Daniel Radcliffe into a household name
when, in 1998, Rowling sold the film rights of
the first four books for almost two million
dollars.
As the books are set in England, Rowling
PHOTO COURTESY OF: http://www.dailymail.co.uk demanded that the cast of the films be strict,
.
ly British. This led to the casting of a young
I put a spell on you, beca use you re mme.1b oy f rom W es t Lo n d on, w h o was as k e d t o p 1ay
the character of Harry after being spotted by one of the producers. Over the next
10 years, Radcliffe acquired international fame and a net worth greater than
Prince William's. But, as of July 15, the Potter-era will end. Radcliffe's career,
however, will not. He recently spoke to The New York Times about his desire to
"prove that a child actor can go on to have a career with longevity." Even before
his role as Potter ended, Radcliffe was taking steps to ensure a long career.
In 2007, he held the lead role in a stage production of "Equus," which he eventually revived on Broadway as well. Earning rave reviews, Radcliffe returned to
the set of Potter with newfound respect. Now that filming has officially shut
down, he has decided to return to the stage again. In December, Radcliffe
announced that he would star in the Broadway revival of "How to Succeed in
Business Without Really Trying," which was originally produced in 1961. The
previews began in February at the Al Hirschfeld Theatre, and the play will officially open on March 27. If playing Potter came naturally, tackling the role of J .
Pierrepont Finch posed some obstacles. For example, until training began,
Radcliffe had not sung, danced, or spoken with an American accent. After months
of rehearsal, The New York Times reports that Radcliffe "had no trouble keeping
pace with more experienced fellow performers."
Though he was saddened to leave the part of Harry behind, Radcliffe is excited to take on roles that are entirely different, such as that of Finch. But, of
course, he feels the pressure. Citing fear of mediocrity, failure , and not meeting
self-made goals as what currently weighs on his mind, Radcliffe is most of all
afraid of "failing in my mission." This mission, to not become just another cursed
child actor, is what is driving him above all else. Early reviews are in and for
now, and it seems that Radcliffe has nothing to fear.

MATT MAINULI '13

Donoso III pounds the drums with boyish
enthusiasm, as if he had just found the
set underneath a Christmas tree.
A huge part of any art form is finding Lyrically, the song revolves around the
inspiration. Where would Leonardo da theme of unrealistic expectations of love.
Vinci be if he hadn't dated that girl Mona It is a look back on our teenage years, an
back in prep school? How would Miley examination of the way that our views on
ever have written "Party in the U.SA'' if love change as we get older. As explained
she hadn't left LAX in a taxi-cab at the in the title, the song makes fun of the
exact same moment that the Jay-Z song crazy way that we act when we h ave truly
was on? We may never know. But what fallen h ead-over-heels. Singer Trevor
we can say for sure is that every great Anderson does not say whether this is a
artist needs an inspiration. Nature, good or bad thing, instead he uses the
women, death, drugs; these are all effec- feeling as inspiration for a fantastic tune.
tive ways to find your muse. I get mine
"Chinese Boxes," the fifth track on the
from a radio show called "Little Steven's album, channels Petty with a guitar line
Underground Garage." The program is overflowing with ph aser and reverb.
hosted by E Street Band guitarist Steve "When I opened my eyes in the morning
Van Zandt and features a mix of classic light I I could not remember how I got to
rock such as The Stooges and The today," Anderson sings in the opening
Ramones, as well as up-and-coming lines. The story continues with recursive
bands that exhibit a certain, Van Zandt imagery such as "two mirrors facing on
approved, psychedelic vibe.
the bathroom wall" and references to all
What caught my attention recently things infinite. In the song, Anderson
was a featured quartet of Canadian retro- seems concerned with a relationship that
rockers called The High Dials. They had is falling apart. He looks into the eyes of
a real polished sound, like every sound his lover and tries to decide whether or
wave they produced was sandpapered not it is time to call it off, but he loses
smooth before it left the speakers. The track of time and struggles to remember
lyrics were simple and easy to remember, how the relationship even began in the
in the way that The Beach Boys song first place. It warns that relationships
lyrics are memorable, (unlike Ke$ha's.) don't always end with the closing of old
After listening to their album "Anthems doors and the opening of new ones; somefor Doomed Youth" this week, it was obvi- times the doors fall off their hinges.
ous that The High Dials found their
The entire album is difficult to place
inspiration in early 60s pop as well as the at one point in music history. Though it
spacey sounds of late Tom Petty and The was released in November 2010, the
Replacements. They reminded me that it songs could have easily been from the
is just as important to listen to old bands soundtrack of a Molly Ringwald movie or
as it is to try and find new ones.
the B Side of a Tom Petty record.
The leading track, "Teenage Love · Creating art that trancends cheap culturMade Me Insane," combines chiming gui- al trends requires true originality. The
tars and a breathy organ to create easily High Dials are successful in doing so with
the best song off of the album. George "Anthems for the Doomed Youth."
ARTS EDITOR

e Jim Murray Memorial Foundation (JMMF) is a 501 (c) (3) nonprofit organiza.on, established in 1999 to perpetuate the Jim Murray legacy, and his love for and
edication to his extraordinary career in journalism . The JMMF mission is to aw ar
·ve (5) $5,000 scholarships annually to print journalism students through a nation.de essay competition.

The Jim Murray Memorial Foundation presents its annual essay contest for
$5,000 scholarship to be awarded to a Trinity College student who meets the folowing guidelines:
-The Trinity College student must be a Connecticut resident.
-An applicant must be a sophomore intending to declare an English major or
junior who has already declared the English major and will graduate in spring of
012.
-An applicant must show integrity of character, interest in and respect for
is/her fellow humans, and the energy to use his/her writing talents to the fullest
xtent.
If you are interested, please contact Professor David Rosen in the English
epartment, ext. 4159 or via email - david.rosen@trincoll.edu for the Essay Format
uidelines. Trinity College-Hartford is Jim Murray's alma mater. The English
epartment at Trinity College will review essays and declare a finalist to be
amed a Murray Scholar. All submissions must be delivered to Professor
osen no later than Friday, April 1, 2011.
***********************************************************

2011 Essay Question

rite a column-style personality profile that paints a word portrai
fa coach, player, referee, fan or any other interesting personality
elated to sports in your community. Use observation and inter.ews with your subject and those who know him or her to create a
ompelling character for your readers.
***********************************************************

The Jim Murray Memorial Foundation will issue a $5,000.00 scholarship
heck to Trinity College, to be used for the scholarship recipient's 2011-2012 acaemic needs. The Murray Scholars are invited to attend the 2011 Murray Scholar
Reception and Awards event in southern California. Date to be announced. Air and
otel accommodations will be provided for each Murray scholar.

-
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Major Problems: A Guide for the Undeclared
HUMOUR STAFF
YOU'RE REALLY TRUSTING US TO BE THE EXPERTS ON THIS?

Some major.:1 are c1imply pathetic exctUed for an education_,
while otherc1 are honorahle intellectual pur.:1uiu. The following
ii a lilt of thoc1e that fall c1omwhere in-between. Th1«1_, we
humbly c1uhmit for your conc1weration a han()y reference guide
for the young_, the impruc1ionahle_, and the undeclared.
~ >;}>;}

ECON: if money doesn't buy happiness,
we're out of a job.

doing whatever it is they do.

AMERICAN STUDIES
For those who can't write well enough to be English majors and can't remember facts well enough to be History majors.
ARTIDSTORY
For future Stepford Wives whose ideal career is guiding retired people around a museum.
CHEMISTRY
If you plan to one day move to Alaska and start a meth lah in your garage, now is the time to start learning some fundamentals.
CLASSICAL CIVILIZATION
Columns, columns and more columns!
COMPUTER SCIENCE
If you don't drop out before graduation to found a multi-billion dollar internet company, then ur doin' it wrong. PWNED!
ECONOMICS
Make bank, entrench poverty.

EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
If I have to count to ten, we're not going to recessl

ENGLISH
Good luck being unemployed!

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
You weren't quite smart enough to be a Bio major.
HISTORY
They will tell you everything that you don't want to know. What were the residual effects of the Treaty of Westphalia? Who cares? You do, because you're a
History major.
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Couldn'i,quite do Poli Sci, could you?
MATHEMATICS
NerdAlertl

MUSIC
Going to class high actually improves grades.
PIDLOSOPHY
For those who enjoy asking a lot of questions, yet have no intention of answering them.
PSYCHOLOGY
Psych majors have the lowest job satisfaction rates of any college major. How does that make you feel?

PUBLIC POLICY&: LAW
Reserved exclusively for kids who want to be able to make asinine comments with (mistaken) authority while their friends are trying to watch "Law &
Order." A good way to abut them up is to invite them to look up what the term "mature industry" means.
RELIGION
Learning about God turns you into an atheist.

RUSSIAN
From what we understand, in Soviet Russia, classes take YOU!

WOMEN, GENDER, & SEXUALITY
LateniP!t at Psi U • 1.0 credits

~--~--~--~~~~------~----~~...___..__.............~

EDUCATION: On second thought, fingerpainting was better idea.

-~~~--'--~~~~~~~~----------

ENGLISH: English majors on a typical fa ll afternoon.

--------------------------

PHILOSOPHY: I think, therefore I'm
unemployable.
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Red Sox Beat Writer Gives Belden Lecture in Sports Journalism
ents topics related to sports in
American culture . Previous
speakers have included Alan
"I love my job," Alex Speier Schwarz of The New York
said before he gave the 2011 Times and Michael Silverman
Belden Lecture in Sports of the Boston Herald.
Journalism
in
Trinity
Speier, who got his start
College's Rittenberg Lounge writing freelance sports stoon Feb. 23. And he should, ries after graduating from
working as one of WEEI's beat Harvard University, began by
writers for the Boston Red Sox discussing how Twitter allows
means that Speier gets to instantaneous access to inforescape
the
harsh
New mation. This, he says, underEngland winters to attend mines the value of breaking
their spring training camp in news.
Fort Myers, FL.
Stories are, "stale by the
Still, Speir's job is not time they appear in print," he
always fun. With today's social said "If you break a story, it is
media outlets like Twitter no longer yours as soon as it is
which has changed the way tweeted." As a result, the job
news is received and deliv- of a sports journalist becomes
ered, the job has become a a constant fight for the latest
race against time, and other stories.
journalists. "With Twitter, the
If a writer does come
news cycle is twenty four across a story first, reporting
hours," remarked Speier.
it makes far less of an impact;
The day of a spring train- there are new stories every
ing reporter used to begin at 8 few minutes, instead of every
a.m. with team practice and few days or months. Speier's
end at 5 p.m. with beers and solution? He does not sleep.
some final writing, today the Three to four hours a night is
reporting never ends.
enough, he says.
Such reactions were the
As a reporter who covers a
topic
of
his
lecture: single team, Speier stays in
"Reflections of a Baseball Beat constant contact with players
Writer, or How Moneyball and and
the
front
office .
Twitter Reshaped Covering Conversely, journalists workBaseball."
ing for a national publication
Named for Francis Belden are most concerned with
'30, the annual Belden lecture agents. "During the season,
is sponsored by the American the relationship with players
Studies department and pres- is the most significant part
EMILY GITTLEMAN '11
SPO RTS EDITOR
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The Tripod
Congratulates:
Squash: Freshman Catalina
Pelaez is New Englad Small
College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC)
Rookie of the Year and
Player of the Year.
Squash: Senior Randy Lim
is NESCAC Men's Player of
the Year.
Hockey: Senior Kim Weiss
is NESCAC Women's
Hockey Player of the Year.
Hockey: Senior Wes
Vesprin1 is named AllNESCAC.
Basketball: Senior Luke
MacDougall is named AllNESCAC.

[. . .] Some players are great payroll to create teams that
and become favorites of find great success. "If you zig
reporters," said Speier.
where the rest of the industry
In the off-season, his vital zags, you have an advantage,"
contacts are in the front office. said Speier.
Similar
to
Twitter,
Despite discussing the unfortunate side effects of Twitter Moneyball inspired drastic
and how it has drastically changes in baseball. "Because
altered
his
occupation, of Moneyball, front offices
Speier's tone remained light- embraced corporate culture
hearted and casual as he shift- instead of old school baseball
ed the focus of the discussion lingo [...] increasingly, the
most important people in the
to Moneyball.
Author and journalist game are general managers,
Michael Lewis coined the term not players," said Speier.
Number crunchers from
"Moneyball" in his 2003 book
and
the
of the same name. Lewis fol- Harvard
lowed
Oakland Athletics Massachusetts Institute of
General Manager Billy Beane Technology (MIT) can now be
as Beane selected players and found in the Yankees' and
handled negotiations for the Mets' clubhouses.
"It's wild to see the differ2002 Major Leagu e Baseball
(MLB) draft.
ent people [. .. ] Baseball is
Beane has an unorthodox becoming interdisciplinary,"
approach to choosing his play- said Speier, citing statistiers. He focuses on certain sta- cians, economists, psycholotistics that most oth er general gists, sociologists, and medical
managers ignore. Beane has professionals as a few exam proven that walks and on-base ples.
Twitter
nor
percentage indicate a batter's
Neither
ability to read pitchers. "Moneyball" existed when
Defensively, Beane advocates Speier began writing for the
Red Sox in 2002. And no one
for small ball.
According to Speier, the could have imagined either
"Moneyball" concept has been one when Speier was growing
successful because it high- up a Baltimore Orioles fan in
lights inefficiencies that can Washington, D.C. He grew up
tilt the playing field in favor of hating both the Yankees and
a certain team, regardless of the Red Sox.
When asked how he suphow much money the team
presses his hatred of the Sox,
has.
Beane uses a very small Speier replied with a smile,

"It's very yoda-like." But, with
a more serious tone of voice ,
he continued, "You become
more enthusiastic about the
stories [. . .] good games, good
stories ."
In that vain, despite the
changing nature of the sport,
Twitter and Moneyball still
give baseball fans the stories
they love and crave: the
unknown player that becomes
a superstar, the hometown
heroes. Today, we just get the
stories a little bit differently.

COURTE SY OF www.trincoll.edu

Boston Red Sox beat writer Alex Speier.

W. Ice Hockey Plays in NESCAC Semis
HARRY HAWKINGS '14
STA FF WJUTER

On Saturday, March 5, the
Trinity College Women's Ice
Hockey team travelled to
Middlebury, VT, to take on the
Amherst College Lord Jeffs in
the New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) semifinal game .
Despite playing a strong game,
the Bantams lost in sudden
death overtime 3-4. Trinity
entered the tournament with a
17-3-4 overall record, 9-2-3
against conference teams.
The game was preceded by
a 3-1 defeat of Hamilton
College in the first round the
previous Saturday. The Lord
Jeffs breezed past the seventhseeded Colby College Mules in
the first round 5-0 to advance
to the semifinals, where they
faced Trinity. The semifinal
game marked the third time
the Bantams faced Amherst
this season. They met twice in
early December, where Trinity
lost once and tied once 2-2.
The Bantams, seeded third in
the tournament, fell to the second-seed Lord Jeffs in the second round.
Trinity got off to a rough
start, surrendering two goals
in the game's first three minutes and nine seconds. The
Lord Jeffs came out hard and
fast, and broke through for
their first tally at 1:33, when
forward Geneva Lloyd '13
scored after a quick pass found

her open at the far side of the
net. The goal came on the
power play, as the Bantams
had been given a bench penalty for too many players on the
ice at the 56-second mark.
After their first goal, Amherst
continued to put pressure on
the Trinity cage.
They were rewarded again
when
Bantam
Courtney
Hanlon '11 cashed a rebound
after goaltender Alexa Pujol
'14 made the initial stop on a
shot from in front of the goal.
After two Amherst goals,
Trinity began to take some of
the momentum back. About
halfway through the first period, senior tri·captain Kim
Weiss won a puck behind the
Amherst goal and fed it m
front.
Forward
Celia
Coleman-McGraw '12, driving
to the net, was there to slam it
home and bring the visitors
within one at 10:19 _ For the
remainder of the period, both
teams got some solid chances,
but neither was able to score
again.
In the second period the
Bantams had stronger offen sive looks and opened up the
plays more, keeping Amherst
on their heels. Their offensive
pressure was rewarded with
an equalizing goal at 9:53
when McGraw scored again,
skating down the middle of the
ice and ripping a shot past the
stunned Lord Jeff goalie .
Trinity kept coming at their
opponent full tilt, and earned

their first lead of the game
soon after their tying goal
when
first-year
forward
Macauly Bauer blasted a slapshot home from the high slot;
the tally came at the 14:20
mark and her first career goal.
Five minutes later, however, it
was Amherst's turn to tie it up,
as forward Ellen Swiontkowski
'12 converted another power
play effort with only a minute
and eighteen seconds left in
the period.
In the third period, neither
team was able to score despite
some quality opportunities,
and the game headed to sudden-death overtime . In the
extra frame, Amherst got a
golden opportunity three and
half minutes in when forward
Brittney Evans '11 got a shot
off alone in front, but Pujol
snapped the puck out of the air
with the catching glove to force
the game to continue. The
Lord Jeffs kept coming at
Trinity, and took advantage of
a turnover to score the winning goal at 5:46, with
Swiontkowski netting the
deciding tally. Trinity finished
the season with an outstanding record of 18-4-4, 10-3-3 in
the NESCAC.
Amherst advanced to the
final round, where they faced
the
Middlebury
College
Panthers who beat Bowdoin
College in the semifinals. In a
close game, Middlebury beat
Amherst 4-3 to become the
NESCAC champions.
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Inside Sports:
Boston Red Sox beat
writer Alex Speier gives
lecture.
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The Trinity Tripod

Women's Lacrosse Opens Season with Win Against Conn. College
LYDIA KAY '13
SPORTS E DITOR

The Lacrosse Magazine
Division III Pre-Season Poll
ranked the Lady Bantams no.
7 in the nation. The ranking
reflects their successful 15-4
record last season and
advancement to the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) Quarterfinals.
In a second national poll,
the Intercollegiate Women's
Lacrosse Coaches Association
(IWLCA) ranked Trinity no. 6.
This recent national recognition has a great deal to do
with Coach Kate Livesay.
Livesay is in her fifth season
and received New England
Small
College
Athletic

Conference (NESCAC) Coach
of the Year in 2007 and 2010.
Despite losing six seniors
last year, Trinity still has six
returning starters. The rest of
the roster is full of talent and
potential and more than ready
to step up to the challenge and
fill the six open spots.
Standout returners include
senior co-captain Rachel
Romanowsky and Liz Bruno
'12,
both
two·time
All
Americans. They are looking
to lead the team to their first
league title this spring.
Despite suffering from a
leg injury last season, causing
her to miss several games,
Romanowsky has put up 116
goals and 59 assists over her
three years as a Bantam.

Coach Kate Livesay was named NESCAC Coach of the Year in 2007 and 2010.

Underclassmen
Kaitlin
Hildenbrand
'13, Hadley
Duncan '13, Haley Thompson
'13, and Megan Leonhard '13
are expected to have impres·
sive offensive performances
this season after finishing a
strong rookie year in 2010.
Leonhard was also selected
as a womenslacrosse.com
National All-Rookie for her
standout performance last
spring. She started in all 19
games and finished second on
the team with 32 goals.
Returning goalies Gina
Dinallo '12, Stephanie Fisher
'12, and Olivia Whitney '13
will compete for playing time
this season, allowing Trinity
to get the most out of their
defensive line.
Dinallo has had 64 saves
throughout her collegiate
career and is expected to be an
anchor for the Bantam
defense this spring.
Trinity decisively won
their season opener on
Saturday, March 13 on the
Robin L. Sheppard Field
against
the
Connecticut
College Camels.
They came out strong with
a 13·5 victory, defeating the
Camels for the tenth consecu tive time. Strong defense play
by Kayla Lawson '11 and
Elizabeth Beckler '12, who
had fo ur ground balls and four
caused turnovers, kept the

JULIA MCGEE '13 I PHOTO EDITOR
The Bantams defeated the Connecticut College Camels 13-5 on Saturday, March 13.

Camels on their heels.
Trinity's notable 7-1 lead
after the first half allowed
Livesay to look deeper in her
roster and give some younger
players increased minutes on
the field.
Whitney replaced Dinallo
as the goalie and did not dis·
appoint. The Trinity defense
was able to hold the Camels to
just one goal up until the last
13 minutes of the game. They
continued to put the pressure
on the Camel's defense, out·
shooting them 38-20.
Despite the Camels put·
ting up four more goals to
make the final score 13·5, the
Bantams were able to main·

tain their lead throughout the
second half. Leonhard scored
four goals from the midfield
position and ended with a
game-high of six ground balls
to lead the Bantams to victory.
For now, the Bantams sit
comfortably in their no. 6
national ranking and look forward to back·to·back away
games on March 17 at
Endicott College in Beverly,
Mass. and March 19 at
Bowdoin
College
in
Brunswick, Maine.
They will also travel down
to Florida for a week of spring
training in preparation for
what is sure to be an exciting
season.

AVID SPORTS FAN?

CONTRIBUTE TO
THE TRIPOD?

1991: Kurt Browning_(CANl wins the Men's Figure
Skating Championsfilp in Munich, Germany.
1997: OlY!Upic @Id medalist Michael Jackson
wins 67tli James'"E. Sullivan Award.
2003: The Brewers' TV/radio play-by-play
announcer, Bob Uecker is chosen for induction
into the broadcasters' wi!_!g of the Hall of Fame as
the recipient of the Ford G:" Frick Award.

WRITE FOR THE
SPORTS SECTION!
Email us at
emily.gittleman@trincoll.edu
or lydia.kay@trincoll.edu.

